
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY Spring Quarter 2016
Transportation Systems Analysis and Planning Amanda Stathopoulos

Civil and Environmental Engineering 473-0 – Survey methods, data and analysis

Credits: 1
Room: Tech, F279
Time: MW 10:00–11:50
Instructor’s Office: Tech, Room A335
Office Hours: M 1:30 – 2:30 or by appointment
E-mail: a-stathopoulos@northwestern.edu

Course Description

This course focuses on the design, administration and analysis of various types of surveys
aimed at collecting transportation data. Topics include: theories and techniques of sampling
for travel surveys; methods and modes of survey implementation; types of information
(revealed, stated or retrospective) collected through different questionnaires; and design of
stated preference experiments for discrete choice modeling. Participants will design their
own survey step-by step, administer to a sample of respondents and then process and analyze
the data. Techniques of data-exploration and modeling using R software, on real survey
data, will be taught. Appropriate methods for collecting travel survey data is necessary for
planning and management of transportation systems. The knowledge gained from this course
is valuable for research and professional practice in transportation planning, operations and
management.

Course Objectives

1. Understand and evaluate existing survey techniques appropriate for collecting trans-
portation behavior data

2. Gain the ability to develop an experimental behavioral survey, including sampling,
experimental design, and administration methods

3. Gain hands-on experience in using relevant software and methods to analyze travel
survey data.

4. Learn how to properly interpret and analyze data and how to communicate the analysis

• Points 2-4 are put into practice by effectively designing a mini-study including collect-
ing and analyzing data and communicating the results
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Course Format

Classes are combination of lectures, discussions and laboratory work. In parallel with teach-
ing the different components the class will develop their own surveys and learn the material
in practice. Students are expected to read assigned texts before class and to participate in
class discussions. Homework assignments will be given and analysis of these assignments
will be the basis for some class discussion during the class immediately following their due
date, so it is essential to complete assignments on time.

Course Schedule

Class will meet in room F279 in TECH on Mon & Wed.1.

An important part of our work in class will be from articles. But it is a good idea to begin
assembling a library of basic references. The reference textbook for the course is:

• Peter Stopher, Collecting, Managing, and Assessing Data Using Sample Surveys, Cam-
bridge University Press, 2012

The class will also draw on the Transportation Research Board online travel survey manual
2 plus distributed notes and supplemental readings posted on Canvas or e-mailed to you.
Assigned readings for particular classes will be announced in advance, either in class or in
the announcements section on Canvas. Students should check Canvas regularly for updates.

Evaluation

The grade is based on a series of assignments of various nature, including class discussion
sections, notes on the survey design, lab participation and class presentation.

For individual homework assignments students may collaborate but need to prepare and
present results and interpretations independently. For group homework assignments a single
collective report is handed in and students choose their preferred method to collaborate.
Assignments will be handed in to Canvas not sent by email to facilitate the administration.
The grade will be based on the following components;

• Class participation and class discussions (20%)

– The class participation section of the grade does not just measure attendance in
class, but instead it reflects the student’s understanding of the subject matter,
as reflected through insightful questions and discussion in class. Although regu-
lar attendance is required to achieve this goal, attendance alone without active
participation in class discussions will not result in a stellar grade. Students are
also divided into groups (see Canvas) that are each responsible for organizing and
facilitating one class discussion during the quarter.

1
Per university policy, the first spring class meeting will be on Tues, march 29. There will be no class on

Monday May 30 (memorial day)

2
http://www.travelsurveymanual.org

2
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• 3 Individual and group homework notes (60%)

– Depending on the class size there will be a number of projects to work on defined
by the students (e.g. the role of health in transportation, autonomous vehicle
acceptability). Each project will require the group to: i) define and research a
study hypothesis [15% grade] ii) design a survey instrument, sampling approach
and administration technique and collect data [30% grade]; and iii) provide sta-
tistical and/or qualitative analysis of the data [15% grade]. In each case a brief
memo will be submitted that outlines the design, assessment of data collection
and results.

– Students are allowed to form groups of 2 or work independently. Group structure
may change over the quarter and several groups may want to collaborate on a
certain topic and for instance collect data jointly.

– The homework notes should be brief, max 5 pages, and summarize the main
points.

• A final project report and presentation (20%)

– The final report will summarize the previous memos and also include reference
to relevant literature and broader discussion of the limitations of the research
design. The results will be presented to the class in the last week of classes or
during finals week.

– The final report gathers the 3 5-page notes and accounts for the feedback and
learning process

There will be no other final exam beyond the components listed here.

Late assignments will be penalized by a full letter grade per class late; an ‘A’ would become
a ‘B’ after one class period, a ‘C’ after two class periods. Analysis assignments more than
two classes late will not be accepted. However, if you have a serious conflict with another
class3, software problems, or some other personal issues, deadlines can be extended when a
request for such an extension is made before the due date. Also, keep in mind that given the
focus on independent work and reports high quality and thoughtful work is expected; leaving
assignments to the last few hours before the deadline will likely not yield good results. The
grading translation scheme is shown in Figure 1.

Office Hours

Office hours are held in tech A335. Questions are likely to arise in relation to inde-
pendent work, and not on a regular schedule. As such, it is usually quickest to com-
municate questions and resolve issues via e-mail or ask for an appointment via mail a-
stathopoulos@northwestern.edu . E-mail responses can be expected within 24 hours, but

3
That another professor has assigned a homework assignment also due on the same date is not a serious

conflict if the due date is still more than a week away.

3
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Figure 1: Grading scheme (% to letter grades)

Percentage Letter*grades

93*/100 A
90*/92.9 A/
86*/89.9 B+
83*/85.9 B
80*/82.9 B/
76*/79.9 C+
73*/75.9 C
70*/72.9 C/
66*/69.9 D+
63*/65.9 D
60*/62.9 D/
0*/59.9 F

4
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Figure 2: Preliminary schedule

discussion/lab examination
w1 Introduction
M Course3overview
M Basic3survey3issues3/design
M Basic3statistics
M Ethics
W A3chicago3case3study D=chicago3case
w2 Types2of2data
M Stated3&3revealed
M Human3behaviour3and3opinions
M Biases3of3judgement
W Examining3case3studies/papers D=biases
w3 Data2Collection2Methods
M different3type3of3survey3methods

M

selfEcompiled3vs3interviewer,3
web/phone/paper3mode,3nonEinvasive3
methods

M errors3and3biases
W Examining3case3studies/papers D=collection
w4 Survey2design
M desiging3a3questionnaire
M qualitative3work3and3pilots
M psychological3factors
W design3laboratory L=questionnaire
w5 Survey2design
M stated3response3survey
M experimental3design
W Examining3case3studies/papers D=survey3quest
w6 Sampling
M SRS/replacement
M Stratification/sampling
W Examining3case3studies/papers D=survey3constructs
w7 Data2analysis
M factor3/3cluster3analysis
W data3laboratory L=analysis
w8 Data2analysis
M analysis3of3opinion3data
W Examining3case3studies/papers D=new3data
w9 New2types2of2data
W GIS/GPS3data
W smart3phone3/3social3media
w10 Other2topics,2guest2lecture
M Big3data,3dataEstorage,3geoEdata
w11 Finals

data3analysis,3
assessment3=3

report33

idea,3literature,3
survey3plan3=3

report31

survey3design3
and3

administration3=3333
report32
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questions about homework will not be answered if they are asked 24 hours or less before
due date of the homework.

6


